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Welcome to Tenby Pre-University. 

We are pleased to equip you with all the information you need 
to decide on your next part of your education journey. Based in 
Tenby Schools Setia Eco Park, our Pre-University students will be 
able to learn in a 20-acre green campus that will provide you with 
the best learning opportunities. 

At Tenby Pre-University, we offer two pre-university programmes, 
namely the A Levels & NCUK International Foundation Year 
programme. Both programmes are a springboard for you– 
whether from International or National Curriculum, to embark on 
further studies in your field of choice at university level. 

Our dedicated Pre-University Centre provides students with a 
superior learning environment that provides personal attention 
while encouraging independent, mature decision making.  With 
smaller class sizes, you will be able to get personal guidance 
and support that you need to fulfill your true potential. 

We take pride in placing our students in their university 
of choice and we’re proud that 100% of our students are 
successful in their university application. 

We look forward to having you with us, and provide you with the 
Amazing Learning experience that is at the heart of our learning. 
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Tenby Schools is extremely pleased to be part of 
International Schools Partnership (ISP), a dynamic network 
of 50 schools in 13  different countries committed to an 
organisational learning culture of ‘getting better’.

45,000
Student

7,000
Staff

50
Schools

13
Countries

15
Curricula
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INTERNATIONAL SCHOOLS PARTNERSHIP 

GLOBAL NETWORK

There are many advantages of being part of a truly international school group. With ISP, we 
enjoy easy access to a global network of passionate educators and child education experts. 
This enables us to absorb the best ideas from around the world and implement them for the 
direct benefit of our students. 

 
THE ISP DIFFERENCE

ISP is focused on getting the learning culture right in all its schools, and regularly provides 
expertise to develop better learning opportunities for students. For us, this involves regular 
evaluations of our schools’ and students’ learning environment – and their academic 
performance – in order to see how we can continually get better. This provides us with a rich 
bank of quantitative and qualitative evidence that we can use to guide and develop our 
continual improvement programme.

All of this helps us to help our students get better and learn to levels that amaze them.

 
INTERNATIONAL OPPORTUNITIES 

As part of ISP, we are able to provide our students with opportunities for memorable 
international and cultural learning experiences across our global network. These special 
learning and exchange programmes enable students to develop their language and 
communication skills, share good practices, and create long-term friendships across the world, 
all in a safe and secure environment.

There are numerous programmes that students can enjoy. Some of the programme includes:
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Japan

China

Malaysia

Netherlands
UK

USA

Singapore

Ireland

Australia

USA 
•  Cedarville University 
•  University of Minnesota 
 
IRELAND 
•  Royal College of Surgeons Ireland 
 
UNITED KINGDOM 
•  Aberystwyth University 
•  University of Bath 
•  Bangor University 
•  University of Birmingham 
•  University of Bristol 
•  Coventry University 
•  Durham University 
•  The University of Edinburgh 
•  University of Essex  
•  University of Glasgow 
•  Imperial College London  
•  University of Kent 
•  Loughborough University  
•  University of Warwick 
•  Leeds Art University  

•  University of Lincoln 
•  University of Liverpool 
•  University of Nottingham 
•  University of Plymouth  
•  University of Reading  
•  Queen Mary University London 
•  The University of Sheffield 
•  The University of Manchester 
 
FRANCE 
•  University of Creapole  
 
NETHERLANDS 
•  The University of Amsterdam 
•  Erasmus University of Rotterdam 
•  Leiden University 
•  Technical University Eindhoven 
 
GERMANY 
•  University of Trier  
 
CHINA 
•  Fudan University 

JAPAN 
•   International University of Health  

and Welfare, Narita 

 
SINGAPORE 
•  National University of Singapore 
•   Singapore University of Technology  

and Design

 
MALAYSIA 
•  Heriot-Watt University  
•  Monash University 
•  Newcastle University of Medicine 
•  University of Nottingham 
•  University of Reading 
 
AUSTRALIA 
•  Curtin University 
•  Deakin University 
•  University of Melbourne 
•  The University of Sydney

France Germany

From Tenby Schools to the world, there is no limit to where 
a quality education and an ambitious outlook can lead you. 
Below is a sample of the countries and cities that Tenby 
Schools alumni have studied in.
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University 
Destination

UNIVERSTITY DESTINATION

University is a time of change and growth for students; 
a crucial yet exciting stage in their evolution where they 
must put critical thinking into action and develop the skills 
necessary to thrive in the working world.

100% of our Pre-University students were successful 
in their university application. This is possible with our 
University & Career Guidance - ISP Future Pathways, which 
provides the essential framework to prepare each student 
regardless of what the future may be from as young as 5 
years old! Students will have a chance to explore their skills 
and potential to match these opportunities for the next 
stage of a student’s education and career.

ISP Future 
Pathways 

ISP FUTURE PATHWAYS6

Some of the benefits of ISP Future Pathways are:

•   Personalised support from our highly experienced counsellors and 
from Unifrog, a university and career guidance software.

•  Be inspired by successful alumni through talks and sharing session. 

•   Access to keynote speakers from a variety of industries worldwide.

•   Develop life competencies and career management skills  
through development opportunities with our partner organisations 
and communities.



It is important for a student’s holistic development to experience 
leadership opportunities during their senior years in school.

At Tenby Pre-University, we encourage our students to learn the art of building 
relationships, communicating effectively, and working in teams in order to 
achieve a goal. Leadership is about stepping up a notch to learn the art of 
influencing and directing people – a skill that lasts a lifetime. 

During Pre-University, either in A Levels or NCUK IFY, students are encouraged to 
develop and demonstrate their leadership capabilities, and student leaders are 
give the opportunity to make an impact on the wider school community. Among 
the leadership positions that students will be involved in are : 

•  Head Students 
•  Student Welfare 
•  Sports 
•  International Mindedness 
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STUDENT LEADERSHIP

By studying with NCUK, you have many university progression 
options to choose from. Successful completion of International 
Foundation Year at Tenby Schools Setia Eco Park guarantees 
you access to one of the NCUK Universities. 

Other accepting universities in Malaysia are: 
a.  Monash University 
b.  Heriot Watt University 
c.  UCSI University 
d.  Asia Pacific University of Technology & Innovation 
e.  Tunku Abdul Rahman University College 

f.  INTI International University 
g.  Sunway University 
h.  University Tunku Abdul Rahman 
i.   The University of Nottingham 

and many more..

NCUK 
Universities

NCUK UNIVERSITIES8

•  STEAM 
•  Eco Initiatives 
•  Global Values and Future Skills 
•  Service and Charity



One of the factors that makes our students successful for them 
being independent. This is fully supported through a dedicated 
Pre-University Centre, which students can fully use at any time 
of the schooling day. 

Our Pre-University Centre consists of a social area, where they 
can relax and mingle with their friends. It also has a study 
room and two collaboration rooms, which further supports the 
students learning development.  

Pre-University 
Centre

PRE-UNIVERSITY CENTRE10 PRE-UNIVERSITY CENTRE11



A LEVELS

The A Level programme consists of 2 years of study (Year 12 & Year 13) and is a 
springboard for students – whether originally from Tenby International School, Sekolah 
Sri Tenby, or any school outside the Tenby Schools family. With the internationally 
recognised A Level and AS Level programme from Cambridge International 
Examinations, we are proud that 100% of our students were successful in their university 
application.

The success of our A level programme is due to a superior learning environment 
that provides personal attention while encouraging independent, mature decision 
making. From Day One, students are guided towards a personalised and manageable 
curriculum that reflects their interests and ambitions. Teachers are on hand to guide 
and mentor them in their choices and their studies, but the onus is placed on students 
themselves to take ownership of their development.

Why Study A Levels @ Tenby Schools  
Setia Eco Park

•  Outstanding Success Rate 
•  Safe family atmosphere 
•   High Standards of Teaching & Learning 

without restrictive subjects streams
•  Small, focused seminar style group sizes 
•  Amazing leadership opportunities 
•  Dedicated Support 
•  Experienced university application support

Duration of Study : 2 years 
Intake : September

Pre-University Options
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Subjects Offered

•  Biology 
•  Chemistry 
•  Computer Science 
•  Design & Technology 
•  Economics 
•  English Literature 
•  Further Mathematics 
•  Geography 
•  History 
•   International Project Qualification
•  Mathematics 
•  Physical Education 
•  Physics 
•  Psychology
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NCUK INTERNATIONAL FOUNDATION YEAR

The NCUK International Foundation Year is a 9 month fast-track programme 
foundation pathway in Science & Engineering.  This programme will allow students 
to enter and complete universities ahead of their peers.

Our proven academic track record allows students to use predicted grades for 
SPM or IGCSE in order to get entry into the programme without the need to wait 
for actual academic results. Students will have access to NCUK Guaranteed & 
Accepting Universities once they have completed the programme.

The programme is delivered by our qualified teachers, which  means each student 
will receive the best possible preparation for their degree and future career. 

The NCUK IFY is assessed 30% by Coursework and 70% by examination. All assessments 
are set and moderated by NCUK.

No. 1, Jalan Setia Tropika U13/18T,
Seksyen U13, 40170 Shah Alam,
Selangor, Malaysia

+603 3342 1535

admissions.sep@tenby.edu.my

TenbySetiaEcoPark

@tenbyschoolssep

TenbySchoolsSetiaEcoPark

https://www.linkedin.com/company/tenby-schools-setia-eco-park/

Follow us on Social Media

Tenby Schools Setia Eco Park

Why Study NCUK IFY @ Tenby Schools 
Setia Eco Park

•  Guaranteed University Placement 
•  Fast-Track Programme 
•  Outstanding Results 
•  Globally Recognised 
•  Value for Money 
•  Career Information & Advice

Duration Of Study : 9 months 
Intakes : April & September

Subjects Offered

Foundation In Engineering 
Core Modules 
•  Physics 
•  Mathematics 
•  English

Plus One Of The Following 
•  Further Mathematics 
•  Chemistry

Foundation In Science 
Core Modules 
•  Biology 
•  Chemistry 
•  English

Plus One Of The Following 
•  Mathematics 
•  Physics



AMAZING LEARNING. 
GLOBAL SUCCESS.


